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Abstract— Nowadays, we face a huge number of high-dimensional data in different applications and technologies. To 

tackle the challenge, various feature selection methods have been recently proposed for reducing the computational 

complexity of the learning algorithms as well as simplifying the learning models. Maintaining the geometric structures 

and considering the discriminative information in data are two important factors that should be borne in mind 

particularly for unsupervised feature selection methods. In this paper, our aim is to propose a new unsupervised feature 

selection approach by considering global and local similarities and discriminative information. Furthermore, this 

unsupervised framework incorporates cluster analysis to consider the underlying structure of the samples. Moreover, 

the correlation of features and clusters is computed by an ��,�-norm regularized regression to eliminate the redundant 

and irrelevant features. Finally, a unified objective function is presented as well as an efficient iterative optimization 

algorithm to solve the corresponding problem with some theoretical analysis of the convergence and the complexity of 

the algorithm. We compare the proposed approach with the state-of-the-art method based on clustering results on the 

various standard datasets including biology, image, voice, and artificial data. The experimental results have presented 

the strength and performance improvement of the proposed method by outperforming the well-known methods. 

Keywords- Unsupervised feature selection; Similarity preserving; Low dimensional embedding; Cluster analysis; Sparse 

learning 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Machine learning algorithms suffer from the curse 
of dimensionality, which may exponentially reduce the 

                                                           
* Corresponding Author 

performance of the learning algorithms on high-
dimensional data. Furthermore, the memory and 
computational requirements are significantly increased 
on high-dimensional data [1]. This challenge can be 
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addressed based on two main viewpoints, feature 
extraction, and feature selection. Feature extraction 
techniques such as PCA [2] and LDA [3], transform the 
original features to a new low dimensional space, 
commonly by a linear or non-linear mapping. Due to 
the creation of new features on feature extraction 
techniques, the physical meaning of the new feature 
space is not specified. On the other hand, feature 
selection methods not only select a subset of original 
features, but also provide a better interpretation in the 
reduced space. 

Feature selection is applied to different applications 
including multi-view learning [4], text mining [5], and 
complex network [6], [7] . Feature selection approach 
is utilized to deal with the curse of dimensionality [2]  
as well as to simplify the learned models [1]. 

In terms of feature subset evaluation, three typical 
categories in feature selection methods are mentioned 
including wrapper, filter, and embedded [8]. Wrapper 
approach [9] is based on the performance of the feature 
subset in a learning algorithm, while the evaluation 
measure in filter methods [10], [11] are based on the 
data itself without utilizing any machine learning 
method.  Finally, feature selection process is combined 
with a learning algorithm in embedded methods [12].  

In the label perspective, the family of feature 
selection methods is also partitioned into “Supervised” 
and “Unsupervised” approaches [13]. The most 
important factor in supervised methods is to consider 
the correlation between the features and the labels 
including information theory based methods [14], [15], 
statistical approaches [16], and sparse learning [17]. 
Unsupervised feature selection has recently received 
much attention due to the more applicability on a wide 
category of domains. 

The unsupervised frameworks of feature selection 
are mainly initiated from the innate structural 
characteristics of the data [18], [19]. The well-known 
unsupervised feature selection categories are similarity 
preserving [10], data reconstruction [20], and sparse 
learning [21], [22].  

In this paper, a novel unsupervised feature selection 
method is proposed based on sparse learning, named 
“Sparse Learning and Similarity Preserving” (SLSP), 
which preserves the global and local similarities as well 
as takes the discriminative information into account by 
low dimensional embedding, cluster analysis, and 
subspace learning. The proposed method is presented 
by an objective function based on an L2,1-norm 
regularization to eliminate the redundant features as 
well as selecting the relevant features. The main 
contributions of the paper are summarized as follows. 

• Introducing a joint framework to maintain global 
and local similarities as well as considering the 
discriminative information. 

• Performing cluster analysis, subspace learning, 
linear low dimensional transformation, 
regression, and regularization in a unified 
objective function. 

• Presenting an unsupervised feature selection 
algorithm and some theoretical analysis to show 
the convergence of the optimization process. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In 
Section II, we review the related works on unsupervised 
feature selection. The proposed method is presented in 
Section III based on an optimization algorithm. The 
convergence analysis and the computational 
complexity of the proposed algorithm are discussed in 
Section IV. The experimental results are presented in 
Section V and finally Section VI concludes the paper. 

II. RELATED WORKS 

In this section, we first present some notations. The 
earlier unsupervised feature selection methods are then 
reviewed in three subsections, similarity-based 
methods, reconstruction-based methods, and sparse 
learning-based methods. Finally, a comparison of well-
known sparse learning-based methods is given. 

A. Notations 

Throughout this paper, the matrices are denoted by 

bold uppercase and vectors by bold lowercase 

characters. ���  means the (	, 
)-th element, �  denotes 

the 	-th row, and �� is the 
-th column of an arbitrary 

matrix � . The Frobenius norm of the matrix �  is 

denoted by ∥ � ∥� , trace by tr(�), and transpose by ��. ∥ � ∥� is the ℓ�-norm of a vector �, and the ℓ�,�-

norm of the matrix � is defined as, 

∥ � ∥�,�= ∑� �∑� ���� .																			 (1) 

The data matrix is represented by � ∈ ℝ!×#, where $ is the number of samples and % denotes the number 
of features. The clustering matrix is denoted by & ∈ℝ!×', where ( is the number of clusters. 

B. Similarity-based methods 

Similarity preserving methods select features based 
on maintaining the geometric structure in data. 
Although the local similarities are preserved by this 
approach, eliminating the redundant features is 
neglected by these methods. 

Laplacian score (LS) [10] aims to preserve 
geometric structure in data based on a laplacian matrix ) = * − , , where *  is a diagonal matrix as -�� =∑� .��  and the similarity matrix , is as follows,  

.�� = /01% 2− ∥343�∥556 7 , if		3 ∈ N;<3�=	or		3� ∈ ?;(3)0, otherwise, 							(2) 

where N;(3) represents the set of E-nearest neighbors 
of 3  and F  is the width parameter. Based on the 
laplacian matrix ), a score is assigned to G-th feature as 
follows, 

HIJ = HJ − KLM*��M*��,                        (3) 

where HJ = 3J , 

NJ = KILM)KILKILM*KIL,                             (4) 

where � is a vector filled by ones. The larger NJ , the 
more likely is to select G-th feature. 

Spectral feature selection (SPEC) [11] is another 
similarity preserving method based on the concept of 
consistency. A feature is consistent with the graph 
structure if it corresponds to similar values for close 
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samples. SPEC introduces three formulations for 
ranking the features based on a normalized laplacian 
matrix as,  

ℒ = *4P5)*4P5 = *4P5(* − ,)*4P5.             (5) 

C. Reconstruction-based methods 

A bunch of unsupervised feature selection methods 
are based on reconstructing the data matrix. These 
methods are tried to eliminate redundant features 
without paying attention to clustering structure. Some 
well-known methods based on reconstruction are 
described in the following. Convex principal feature 
selection (CPFS) [20] re-expresses the data by a 
regularized linear transformation as, 

minS ∥ � − �S ∥��+ U∑#�V� ∥ W� ∥X,           (6) 

where S ∈ ℝ#×# is the reconstruction matrix and ∥. ∥X 
denotes the infinity norm. Greedy feature selection 
(GreedyFS) [23], [24] proposed an algorithm to 
minimize the reconstruction error based on forward 
selection. In reconstruction-based feature selection 
(REFS) [19], a new reconstruction function from data 
is learned, instead of utilizing a linear function. 
Structure preserving unsupervised feature selection 
(SPUFS) [25] combined the reconstruction approach to 
a spectral analysis to preserve local similarities as 
follows,  

minS ∥ � − �S ∥��+ Y ∥ S ∥�,�+ Z
� 	tr(S���)�S).     (7) 

D. Sparse learning-based methods 

A variety of feature selection approaches are 
designed based on the sparse learning idea [26], [27]. 
There are many interesting works in this fascinating 
category including multi-cluster feature selection 
(MCFS) [28], unsupervised discriminative feature 
selection (UDFS) [29], nonnegative discriminative 
feature selection (NDFS) [21], joint embedding 
learning and sparse regression (JELSR) [30], [31], local 
discriminative based sparse subspace learning 
(LDSSL) [32], subspace clustering feature selection 
(SCFS) [22], similarity preserving feature selection 
(SPFS) [33] and global and local similarity preserving 
(GLSPFS) [34]. 

MCFS aims to maintain multi-cluster structure of 
data in the selected features by solving the following 
eigen-problem,  

)[ = U*[,                           (8) 

where \ = [[�, . . . , [̂ ]  are `  eigenvectors 

corresponds to the ` smallest eigenvalues. 

UDFS proposes a local discriminative feature 
selection algorithm for minimizing total scatter matrix 
as well as maximizing between class scatter matrix. 

NDFS embeds the feature selection phase into 
spectral clustering as, 

min&,a tr(&�)&) + Y<∥ �a− & ∥��+ b ∥ a ∥�,�=
s. t. &�& = c		, & ≥ 0, 			(9) 

where & ∈ ℝ!×'  is the clustering matrix, and ( is the 
number of clusters. 

JELSR proposes a framework based on low 
dimensional embedding as,  

mine,a tr(e�)e) + Y<∥ �a−e ∥��+ b ∥ a ∥�,�=
s. t. e�e = c, 							(10) 

where e ∈ ℝ!×^  is an embedding matrix in ` ≪ % 
dimension. 

LDSSL proposes a sparse subspace learning method 
as, 

mina,g ∥ � − �ag ∥��+Y	tr(a���)�a) + b ∥ a ∥�
s. t. a�a = c		, a,g ≥ 0, 			(11) 

where a ∈ ℝ#×'  and g ∈ ℝ'×#  are low-dimensional 
matrices. 

SCFS is a sparse subspace clustering method based 
on implicit similarity learning as follows, 

min&,a ∥ � − &&�� ∥��+ Y ∥ �a− & ∥��+b ∥ a ∥�,�
s. t. & ≥ 0, &&�� = �, 				(12) 

where � is a matrix of ones. 

Both of SPFS and GLSPFS are designed to preserve 
local structures, while the global similarities are also 
maintained by GLSPFS. In addition, local linear 
embedding (LLE) [35], linear preserve projection 
(LPP) [36], and local tangent space alignment (LTSA) 
[37] was utilized in GLSPFS. 

E. Comparison 

We compare the well-known unsupervised feature 
selection methods in Table I, in terms of the main 
characteristics including preserving global and local 
similarities, clustering, and joint learning. 

Maintaining the structure of the samples in the low-
dimensional space is an important property for selecting 
features. However, considering either global or local 
similarities is not adequate for preserving the 
underlying structures in real-world applications. As 
represented in Table I, just a few methods preserve both 
of local and global similarities. 

Furthermore, unsupervised feature selection 
methods can exploit a clustering technique for selecting 
relevant features in the lack of label information. 

Finally, proposing a joint framework as a unified 
objective function is more prone to avoid sub-optimal 
solutions in contrast to two-step approaches. 

Most of the existing unsupervised feature selection 
methods considered ad-hoc based approaches from one 
of these main characteristics. In this work, we propose 
a joint framework by maintaining both of the global and 
local similarities as well as cluster analysis to present a 
robust unsupervised feature selection method. 
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III. THE PROPOSED METHOD 

In this section, we present details of the proposed 
method. Then, an optimization algorithmic framework 
for solving the main objective function is described. 

A. The SLSP framework 

The proposed framework is designed by maintaining 
similarities while performing clustering by a low 
dimensional embedding and regularized regression. 
First, we perform clustering based on the symmetric 
nonnegative matrix factorization (S-NMF) [38], 

min&hi ∥ j − &&� ∥�� ,                      (13) 

where j ∈ ℝ!×!  is calculated by a Gaussian kernel 
with parameters F�  and F�  as the global similarity 

matrix, 

E�� = exp m− ∥343�∥56n6o p.                  (14) 

The aim of exploiting S-NMF is to preserve the global 
similarities by a low dimensional embedding with the 
clustering purpose. The matrix &  is interpreted as a 
clustering matrix in the lower dimension ( < {$, %} , 
where the largest element of the 	-th row specifies the 
cluster of the corresponding sample. 

Based on the matrix & , our primary goal is to 
construct a sparse transformation on the matrix � by 
performing the following regularized regression model,  

mina ∥ �a − & ∥��+ b ∥ a ∥�,�,          (15) 

where a ∈ ℝ#×' is a linear transformation matrix, and b  is a regularization parameter. The regularized 
regression matrix a  obtained by optimizing the 
objective function in Eq. (15) measures the correlation 
among the features and the clustering labels. We utilize 
the ℓ�,� -norm to impose sparsity on the rows of the 

matrix a. The importance of the features is measured 
by descending order of ℓ�-norm of the corresponding 
feature. If t  is close to zero, the 	-th feature can be 
eliminated as a less relevant feature. 

For maintaining the local similarities among 
samples in the transformed matrix �a, we employ a 
spectral analysis [39] as, 

mina ∥ �a− & ∥��+ Y	tr(a���)�a)+ b ∥ a ∥�,�,   (16) 

where Y  is a compromising parameter, the laplacian 

matrix ) is obtained by ) = *4�/�(* − ,)*4�/�, * is 

a diagonal matrix as -�� = ∑!�V� .�� , and ,  is a 

similarity matrix that is calculated as, 

.�� = vE�� if	3 ∈ N;<3�=		or		3� ∈ N;(3)0 otherwise, 			(17) 

where N;(3) denotes the set of E-nearest neighbors of 3. 
We integrate the Eq. (13) and Eq. (16) in a unified 

objective function to obtain our final framework as,  

min&hi,a ∥ j − &&� ∥��+ U(∥ �a− & ∥��+Y	tr(a���)�a) + b ∥ a ∥�,�=, 
(18) 

where U is a weight parameter. The proposed method is 
enabled to preserve the global and local similarities as 
well as select relevant features by a sparse learning 
approach. 

B. Optimization 

We rewrite the Eq. (18) as,  

min&hi,a	H(&,a) =∥ j − &&� ∥��+ U(∥ �a− & ∥��  

 +Y	wG(a���)�a) + b ∥ a ∥�,�=.   (19) 

For optimizing the objective function in Eq. (19), a 
numerical iterative process is employed to consider the 

main variable &  and a  and non-smoothness of ℓ�,� -

norm regularization. First, by fixing &, the following 
optimization function can be obtained, 

min	a 	H(a) =∥ �a−& ∥��+ Y	tr(a���)�a) + b ∥ a ∥�,�. 
(20) 

By calculating the gradient of H(a)  and setting ∇H(a) to zero,  

a = (��� + Y��)� + b*)4���&,       (21) 

where the diagonal matrix * is as,  

-�� = �
�∥t∥5yz,                       (22) 

where { is a small positive number to avoid dividing by 
zero. We rewrite the Eq. (19) by considering the 
equality tr(a�*a) =∥ a ∥�,�/2, 

min&hi,a,*	H(&,a,*) =∥ j − &&� ∥��+ U(∥ �a− & ∥��  

+Y	wG(}�~��~}) + b	wG(}��})).  (23) 

We have the following equation by putting the obtained a  into the Eq. (23) and defining � = (��� +Y��)� + b*), 
H(&) =∥ j − &&� ∥��+ U(tr(&�&) − tr(&���4��&)). 

(24) 

By taking the nonnegative constraint into account, the 
following objective function is obtained based on &, 

min&hi H(&) =∥ j − &&� ∥��+ U	tr(&�g&),				(25) 

where g = c� − ��4��� . We employ the projected 
gradient method [40] as follows, to consider the 
constraint & ≥ 0, 

&�y� = [&� − .�∇H(&�)]y,             (26) 

where [. ]y  is a function for projecting the negative 
numbers to zero. We utilize the armijo rule [41] for 
setting the learning rate .�  in the w -th iteration. The ∇H(&�) based on Eq. (25) is as, 
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∇H(&�) = (&�(&�)� + �
�g� − j)&� .       (27) 

Algorithm 1 summarizes the proposed method, 
where G is updated by Eq. (26), and W is updated by 
Eq. (21) in an iterative manner. 

IV. THE ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

In this section, we first analyze the convergence of 
the SLSP algorithm, and then we explain the 
computational complexity of the method. 

A. Convergence Analysis 

In this subsection, we prove the convergence of the 
Algorithm 1. First, a lemma is given according to [42], 

Lemma 1. By considering �, � ∈ ℝ# as two arbitrary 
nonzero vectors, we have the following inequality,  

∥ � ∥�− ∥�∥55�∥�∥5 ≤∥ � ∥�− ∥�∥55�∥�∥5.                (28) 

Theorem 1. The behavior of the objective function in 
Eq. (19) is non-increasing, by utilizing the Algorithm 1.  

Proof. First, we fix a�  in (w + 1) -th iteration. The 

following inequality is given based on non-increasing 

property of projected gradient method for updating &�y� by appropriate step size .�.  
H(&�y�,a� , *�) ≤ H(&� ,a� , *�).           (29) 

Now, we assume &�y�  to be fixed. The obtained a�y�  in Eq. (21) is the solution of the following 
objective function, 

mina ∥ �a− &�y� ∥��+ Y	tr(a���)�a)+ b	tr(a�*�a).  
(30) 

Thus, the following inequality should be shown,  

H(&�y�,a�y�, *�) ≤ H(&�y�,a� , *�).      (31) 

We write the inequality (31) as,  

∥ �a�y� − &�y� ∥��+ Y	tr((a�y�)���)�a�y�) 
+b∑#�V� (∥t��P∥55�∥t�∥5 )  
≤∥ �a� − &�y� ∥��+ Y	tr((a�)���)�a�) 

+b∑#�V� ( ∥t�∥55�∥t�∥5).                                        (32) 

By rewriting the above inequality we have,  

 ∥ �a�y� − &�y� ∥��+ Y	tr((a�y�)���)�a�y�) 
+b ∥ a�y� ∥�,�− b∑#�V� (∥ t�y� ∥�− ∥t��P∥55�∥t�∥5 )  

≤∥ �a� − &�y� ∥��+ Y	tr((a�)���)�a�) 
+b ∥ a� ∥�,�− b∑#�V� (∥ t� ∥�− ∥t�∥55�∥t�∥5).     (33) 

The lemma 1 implies that,  

∥ �a�y� −&�y� ∥��+ Y	tr((a�y�)���)�a�y�) + b ∥ a�y� ∥�,� 
≤∥ �a� − &�y� ∥��+ Y	tr((a�)���)�a�) + b ∥ a� ∥�,�. 

 (34) 

■ 

Therefore, based on the Eq. (34) and Eq. (29), 
Algorithm 1 has non-increasing behavior in the 
objective function in Eq. (19). 

B. Computational Complexity 

Updating & and a is the main steps in Algorithm 1. 
We require �($%� + $�%), �($%� + $�% + %�), and �($�() time complexity to compute �, g, and ∇H(&). 
Therefore, computing & leads to �(%� + $%� + $�% +$�()  time complexity. On the other hand, the 
computational order of updating a is �(%� + $%� +$%() . Eventually, `�1{�(%�), �($�%), �($%�),�($�(), �($%()} is the time cost of the Algorithm 1. 
Since, in almost all real world cases, the number of 
clusters is more smaller than the number of features, ( ≪ % , the final computational complexity of the 
proposed algorithm is max{�(%�), �($�%)}. 

V. EXPERIMENTS 

In this section, we evaluate the proposed method, 
SLSP, by comparing with the well-known unsupervised 
feature selection methods on different standard 
datasets. 

A. Datasets 

We utilize some standard datasets in various 
applications including biological (ALLAML, Colon, 
GLIOMA, Lung), image (BA, COIL20, ORL, Yale), 
voice (Isolet), and artificial data (Madelon). The BA is 
available on https://cs.nyu.edu/~roweis/data.html, 
while all other datasets can be downloaded from [1]. 
The summery of the datasets is presented in Table II. 

B. Evaluation measures 

Accuracy (Acc) and normalized mutual information 
(NMI) are widely used as standard measures to evaluate 
the unsupervised methods. Let the ground truth and 
predicted label vectors are denoted by � and �. Acc is 
presented as,  

Acc(�, �) = �
!∑!�V� δ([� , map(��)),          (35) 

where the function δ(�, �) equals to 1 if � = � and 0, 
otherwise. For map(. )  function, Kuhn-Munkres 
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approach [43] is employed to find the best permutation 
for matching the categories in vectors � and �. 

The NMI is defined as,  

NMI(�, �) = �(�,�)
���<�(�),�(�)=,                 (36) 

where the entropy function is denoted by H(. ) and the 
mutual information of � and � is presented by I(�, �) 
as, 

I(�, �) = ∑�∈� ∑�∈� p([, �)log 2 ¢(�,�)
¢(�)	¢(�)7.     (37) 

C. Experimental settings 

We compare the proposed method with the state-of-
the-art unsupervised feature selection algorithms 
including LS [10], MCFS [28], UDFS [29], NDFS [21], 
GLSPFS [34], SPUFS [25], and selecting all features 
namely All_Feat. 

We set E = 5 for k-nearest neighbor algorithm and F� (or F�) is set to the distance between 3 (or 3�) and its 

seventh neighbor based on [44]. For calculating the 
similarity matrix in other methods, we set the F = 1. 
For NDFS method, we set ¤ = 10¥ . A grid search 
strategy is employed to set the parameters Y, b and U 
from the set of {104¦, 104�, 1,10�, 10¦}  candidates. 
For evaluating a method by NMI and Acc measures, we 
employ k-means algorithm in different number of 
selected features from {50,100,150,200,250,300} and 
the mean and standard deviation of NMI and Acc on 20 
times repetitions. 

D. Discussion and analysis of the results 

By taking the results in Tables III and IV into 
consideration, we have the following conclusions. 

• Comparing the results of All_Feat and other 
methods shows the better performance of 
selecting relevant features rather than all features. 
As a consequence, feature selection provides the 
ease-of-interpretation as well as better 
performance of the learning algorithms.  

• The primary reason of obtaining more accurate 
results of SLSP is to take local and global 
structure into account. In the absence of label 
information, preserving the geometric structure of 
the samples is yielded to select more relevant 
features than the earlier methods.  

• Furthermore, incorporating clustering in SLSP 
provides an effective strategy to select features 
based on underlying categories in data.  

• Moreover, employing subspace learning in SLSP 
enables acquiring the discriminative information 

in the original data that leads to higher 
performance.  

The proposed method obtains the best or at least the 
second best results in Tables III and IV in almost all the 
cases. While, GLSPFS and NDFS provide good results 
on some datasets, the proposed method SLSP perform 
very satisfactory on all of the datasets with negligible 
differences with the top results on some datasets. 
Furthermore, the “ALLAML” can be regarded as the 
most challenging dataset in our experimental setting 
where there are few samples, $ = 72 , and many 
features, % = 7129. As the obtained results revealed 
that there are a considerable difference between the 
attained results of SLSP and its competitors, which 
indicates the strength of the proposed approach. 
Moreover, the stability and good performance of the 
SLSP over the different datasets from a variety of 
applications show the robustness of the SLSP. 

E. Sensitivity analysis 

In this subsection, we consider the sensitivity of the 
proposed method, SLSP, in terms of setting the 
parameters. The main parameters in the objective 
function of SLSP in Eq. (18) are U, Y and b. By fixing 
the parameter Y = 1 for briefness, we investigate the 
sensitivity of the parameters U and b. The experimental  
results of SLSP on Acc measure in log�i on the datasets 
in terms of different setting of the U and b parameters 
are shown in Fig. 1. The slight sensitivity to the 
parameters in the performance of the proposed method 
(SLSP) is shown in Fig. 1. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

An unsupervised feature selection method based on 
sparse learning was presented in this work. We 
employed a symmetric nonnegative matrix 
factorization for cluster analysis as well as maintaining 
global similarities and low dimensional embedding. 
The correlation between the features and the clusters 
was measured by performing a linear regression model. 
The spectral analysis was employed for preserving local 
similarities in the selected feature space. The ℓ�,� 

regularization was applied to the objective function to 
obtain a sparse feature representation. We presented a 
numerical optimization procedure to solve the proposed 
objective function and theoretically analyzed the 
convergence of the proposed algorithm. The 
experimental results showed that SLSP outperformed 
the well-known unsupervised feature selection methods 
due to propose a joint framework including clustering, 
global and local similarity maintaining in a sparse way. 

There are some challenges and future directions on 
this interesting domain including the feature selection 
for online streaming data, enhancing the deep neural 
networks architectures by employing the selected 
features as the pre-train of the network, considering 
other numerical optimization algorithms, and applying 
a low-rank representation approach. 
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